ABSTRACT Enterprises can save a significant energy by letting idle desktops sleep and awake them only when needed. Though existing mechanisms based on centralized or distributed sleep proxy scheme address this issue with good availability, which means that a sleeping machine can always be awoken when needed, they still feature some drawbacks, such as dedicated per-subnet servers, additional per-desktop CPU resource utilization, and extra energy consumption. This seriously impedes their widespread deployment in enterprises. We, thus, propose an improved scheme called wake-up system based on cloud (WaSCO).
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the majority of enterprise machines are still composed of traditional desktop PCs [1] . But often in enterprises, employees need to remotely access and control their office computers while away, and therefore do not switch their machines off. Office building surveys show that about two thirds of desktops remain on at night [2] . This leads to a waste of energy (electric energy) as the devices remain on even when idle (e.g. [2] - [5] ). It's reported that desktops and their monitors consume about 100 TWh/year, constituting 3% of the annual electricity consumed in the U.S [6] . To save energy, most of OSes usually enable idle desktops to sleep after some idle time. Note that employees and employer frequently remotely access their desktops when necessary, that is, the asleep desktops are often awaken. However, conventional OSes cannot maintain desktops availability well [7] , [8] . Thus a wake-up system that allows desktops to sleep but still maintains desktops' availability is very much needed.
A number of solutions based on Wake-on-LAN (WoL) technology for this problem have been proposed [7] - [11] .
WoL technology [12] has been widely used in Ethernet NICs for quite some time. With the WoL technology, even if a machine falls asleep, its NIC remains powered on. When the NIC receives a magic packet containing its MAC address, the machine is awaken.
Existing approaches based on WoL technology can be classified into two categories, namely centralized sleep proxy method and distributed sleep proxy method.
For centralized sleep proxy method [8] - [11] , the typical architecture described in [8] spends not much CPU resource yet still maintains good availability of desktops. But it uses an expensive server in each subnet to awake sleeping desktops, leading to a single point of failure. To solve the problem of single of failure, additional backup severs are required in each subnet. When a user deploys this wake-up system in a subnet, the user shall spend extra fee for two or more servers in addition to the system software. This method thus causes extra deployment and energy costs.
For distributed sleep proxy method, GreenUp [7] , as a typical architecture without using any extra server, is that any machine which is in action is considered as an agent for one or more sleeping machines of the same subnet. That is, implementing GreenUp only requires some desktops with no need of any dedicated server, thereby largely saves deployment cost. However, on the other hand, GreenUp requires a few agents and thus leads to high energy cost. Besides, for the purpose of state coordination, each agent in GreenUp must periodically probe a random subnet and is also responsible for calculating its guardians. This incurrs high CPU resource costs. Furthermore, each guardian as an important agent is not allowed to sleep, indicating that this extreme and inflexible guaranteeing mechanism blocks users' requirements, such as a soft restarting operation.
In this paper, we concentrate on the challenges shown in Table 1 . With the development of cloud computing technology, we leverage the feature of stability and pay-ondemand of cloud service to design and implement our system. Using cloud service, we propose an efficient design of desktop wake-up system, called Wake-up System based on ClOud (WaSCO). When a user wants to access his computer in office from a remote computer, the access requirement is sent to the cloud. The idea behind our design is that cloud uses our proposed algorithm, Choosing-andGuarAnteeing (CGA), to maintain an appropriate number of agents in each subnet. Then the cloud directly sends a waking message containing target desktop's MAC address to an agent, and then upon receiving this message, the agent first queries current status table to get the target desktop status. When the target desktop is sleeping, the agent sends a WoL packet to awake it.
The key idea behind WaSCO is to offload heavy computation loads from the desktops to the cloud unlike GreenUp [7] that puts heavy loads on the desktops. That is, a few agents controlled by the cloud are used to ensure low energy and CPU resource costs, while our CGA algorithm maintains desktops' availability, which is used to dynamically select and maintain appropriate number (two or more) of agents. Compared with traditional methods shown in Table 1 , WaSCO adopts distributed design in each subnet, where a few agents, instead of using all the desktops as GreenUp [7] does, are used to wake up sleeping desktops. WaSCO also employs a cloud to manage agents in all subnets, rather than using two or more specific servers in each subnet [8] . Though the probing for state coordination among agents is needed in WaSCO, a few agents cost less CPU resource than that of GreenUp [7] . Furthermore, compared with GreenUp, WaSCO allows agents including guardians to sleep, leading to a good user's experience.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We highlight several features that a wake-up system for enterprise should possess.
• We combine the ideas of centralized and distributed sleep proxy methods and propose an agent-based cloud service design without using any dedicated server. In our design, the cloud is used to manage agents and offload computation loads of desktops. In WaSCO, we design CGA algorithm used to select agents and maintain at least one working agent.
• Experimental results demonstrate that WaSCO outperforms the two traditional methods in terms of CPU resource and energy costs while still maintains equally good availability. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce motivation, propose four desired features which a wake-up system should follow and compare network-based sleep proxy systems based on these features. Then we propose the framework of WaSCO scheme in Section III and elaborate its implementation in Section IV. Section V introduces the methodology and focuses on performance evaluation and discussion. Section VI shows some related works and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. DESIRED FEATURES AND MOTIVATION
We highlight the desired features that a wake-up system should possess in Section II-A and introduce WoL technology in Section II-B. In Section II-C, we also analyze the disadvantages of the two main network-based sleep proxy methods, namely centralized sleep proxy method and distributed one which are mostly related to our work, in terms of the proposed desired features.
A. DESIRED FEATURES
The wake-up system should follow the enterprise environment condition. Firstly, the wake-up system should be always available. When a wake-up action happens, the target desktop must be awakened in a reasonable time; otherwise, the system cannot be used extensively. Meanwhile, it is clear that the deployment cost of the entire system cannot be too high. In addition, energy-saving should be considered as the most desired feature for a wake-up system. Lastly, as some wake-up methods do not do well in resources occupancy, it is necessary to maintain a low occupancy of CPU in each machine.
As a conclusion, an ideal wake-up system is expected to possess the following features: a) High Availability: Ensure that a sleeping machine can always be awoken when needed, and leading to a good user's experience. b) Cost-Effectiveness: Acceptable cost of hardware and software for deployment. c) Energy-Saving: Low energy consumption. VOLUME 3, 2015 d) Low Resource Cost: Low occupancies of CPU for the desktops in the same subnet.
B. WAKE-ON-LAN TECHNOLOGY
Wake-on-LAN (WoL) technology [12] has been used in Ethernet NICs for quite some time. With the WoL technology, when a machine falls asleep, its NIC remains powered on. Note that when a machine falls asleep, it means that it enters S3 (suspend to RAM), S4 (hibernate) or S5 (power off) sleep state [13] . When the NIC receives a magic packet containing its Media Access Control (MAC) address, the machine is awaken. The magic packet is sent to the broadcast address, so it is basically not possible to wake up a machine outside the local network because security policies in routers typically drop subnet directed broadcasts.
C. MOTIVATION
In this subsetion, the network-based sleep proxy methods based on WoL technology, including centralized method and distributed method, are introduced in detail, and especially the two typical works described in [7] and [8] are elaborated. We now analyze them in terms of desired features (Section II-A) according to Table 1 . In Centralized Sleep Proxy Method (e.g. [8] - [11] ), a dedicated server, called a sleep proxy, is needed in each subnet to send WoL packets when a waking action is requested. The proxy monitors wake-up messages and wakes up the targeted machine using WoL packets. Questions remain that a dedicated sleep proxy is required in each subnet and constitutes a single point of failure. To address this serious issue, another server, as a backup server, is added into each subnet. That is, at least two expensive servers, as the agents, are needed in each subnet. In general, a large enterprise (e.g. Microsoft, Intel) has thousands of desktops and the number of subnets could be up to hundreds. It's not hard to see that building and maintaining a centralized sleep proxy mechanism, such as the typical method of [8] , may need hundreds of servers in addition to the required software, leading to too much capital cost and energy waste. Such cons impede the widespread deployment of this technology. Obviously, the Centralized Sleep Proxy Method does not possess features b and c.
In Distributed Sleep Proxy Method [7] , every desktop is a sleep proxy as long as it is awake, leading to redundant agents. Because of the distributed nature, each desktop needs to periodically probe a random subset of other desktops to get their status (e.g. using ''ping''), and this heavyweight probing thus results in high CPU resource cost. We can see that in GreenUp, the CPU utilization of a machine is 12% when managing 100 machines, 21% for 200 machines, and 29% for 300 machines [7] . In addition, each agent is also required to calculate its guardian according to probing information, and this further increases CPU resource cost. Assume that GreenUp is deployed in a large enterprise with thousands of desktops, then thousands of desktops in action are considered as agents. To support so many agents working normally, GreenUp has to consume quite much energy. Since GreenUp utilizes a random algorithm to select guardians (as important agents to maintain desktops' availability), it may lead to the situation that all the selected guardians collectively fall asleep. To avoid such situation, an extreme and inflexible guardian mechanism is used to prevented a guardian from falling asleep. That is, this mechanism seriously hurts user's experience. We thus see that GreenUp as a Distributed Sleep Proxies Method cannot ensure desktop's availability, and it thus does not possess features a, c and d.
In summary, the centralized sleep proxy method [8] is with high availability, but it needs multiple expensive servers, while the distributed sleep proxy method, such as GreenUp [7] , suffers from redundant agents, leading to unnecessary energy and CPU resource waste. In contrast, WaSCO leverages the stability of cloud infrastructure to manage agents in multiple subnets and requires no dedicated specific server. It only needs to maintain less agents compared with GreenUp. Here according to our measurement, we compare WaSCO with GreenUp in terms of the number of agents, and the results are shown in Figure 1 . The experiment environment is described in Section V-B3. In Figure 1 , the number of WaSCO's agents is much less than that of GreenUp, and the average number of agents in WaSCO is reduced by around 15× compared with that of GreenUp. That is, only a few agents controlled by the cloud are required to awake target sleeping desktops in WaSCO. Though the periodical detection is required in WaSCO, only some agents, rather than all the desktops, are involved in the detection. It thus requires less CPU resource as well as less energy. The CGA algorithm residing in cloud is used to select and update agents, that is, the cloud offloads computation from desktops, leading to less CPU resource cost. Note that CGA algorithm ensures desktops' availability to prevent all the selected agents from falling asleep at the same time.
III. WaSCO SYSTEM DESIGN
Motivated by the two aforementioned methods, a centralized method and a distributed one, we propose a hybrid design shown in Figure 2 . Our design includes a cloud used to manage all the agents (centralized) and some agents used to awake asleep desktops in subnet (distributed). To address the issues, such as low availability, high CPU resource and energy costs caused by redundant agents in the two traditional methods mentioned in Secion II-C, CGA algorithm, composed of an adaptive number module, an agent selection module and an agent guaranteeing module, is utilized to select and maintain some agents to ensure desktops' availability. In this section, we first introduce the architecture of WaSCO and its execution flow in Section III-A, and then the CGA algorithm with three modules, is depicted in detail in Section III-B.
A. WaSCO SYSTEM OVERVIEW The architecture of WaSCO system is shown in Figure 2 . It is composed of 4 parts, a remote computer, clients, a cloud and agents. The remote computer can be any desktop at home or a normal laptop connected to the Internet. Clients are desktops members of WaSCO system and are installed the background service. The cloud can query the status table stored in each agent which contains the status about machines in each subnet, including the sleep and wake up time, and manage agents in various subnets.
Instead of using multiple expensive servers [8] , WaSCO rents resources of public or private cloud, which is inexpensive, to manage agents in various subnets. Moreover, WaSCO utilizes the three modules of CGA algorithm to select and maintain some agents, instead of choosing all the desktops as agents as what [7] does, to ensure desktops' availability. Now we provide overview of how our system works. Assuming that a client M is about to go to sleep. The procedure can be as follows:
• Process 1: M broadcasts a packet announcing that M is about to sleep, which contains M's MAC and IP addresses. Agents in the same subnet keep the sleeping record and write into status table stored in each agent.
• Process 2: A user attempts to access to the sleeping machine M from his home computer R. R logs into the cloud with the user name and password provided by the company.
• Process 3: The waking message is sent from the cloud to an agent.
• Process 4: Upon receiving the waking message containing the MAC address of M, the agent keeps watching whether the targeted machine is awake or not from status table and sends a WoL packet if necessary.
• Process 5: As M wakes up, the agent sends back the return message to inform the cloud and the user can remote log into M.
• Process 6: When WaSCO is in relaxed state, an agent may fall asleep without clouds permission but needs to broadcast its state as a non-agent desktop. Then another agent finds the asleep agent by probing and sends agent shortage message to the cloud. On receiving this message, the cloud first checks whether there exist enough agents. Then another client is selected as an agent if necessary.
• Process 7: When WaSCO enters critical state, an agent sends a sleeping message and its status table to the cloud before falling asleep. The cloud selects a client as a new agent, and the status table is given to the new one. Meanwhile the cloud sends a permission message to the agent that wants to fall asleep. On receiving the permission message, the agent can fall asleep. Note that in the relaxed state an agent which is going to sleep needs not to wait for the permission from the cloud. It only needs to send its sleeping message to the cloud and then falls asleep immediately. When in the critical state, the agent about to sleep is not allowed to sleep until it obtains clouds permission, since the cloud requires to select a new agent to replace it. On the contrary, if the number of running desktops is larger than that of current agents, agent selection module is invoked to complement the absent agents. Also, note that when a new agent is selected, to ensure state coordination, all the awake desktops broadcast themselves and the asleep desktops are also required to broadcast themselves by agents according to status table.
B. NOVEL AGENT SELECTION AND GUARANTEEING ALGORITHM
Based on the discussion of Section II-C, we see that less the number of agents is, less the CPU resource and energy costs will be while availability is still ensured. Meanwhile, from the execution process of WaSCO presented in Section III-A, we also see that it is important for agents to keep working so that WaSCO can easily maintain desktops' availability by agents. In fact, the cloud leverages CGA algorithm, a novel agent selection and guaranteeing algorithm, to manage agents. Now we elaborate CGA shown in Figure 3 .
CGA algorithm consists of adaptive number module, agent selection module and agent guaranteeing module, as shown in Figure 3 . Unlike GreenUp, where every awake desktop is considered as an agent, the adaptive number module of WaSCO only selects some appropriate desktops as agents according to the probability of each agent's remaining awake. Note that adaptive number module periodically takes history wake-up records from status table to ensure appropriate agent number K. That is, according to real-time loads, WaSCO dynamically adjusts the number of agents in a subnet, thereby leading to a low CPU resource cost.
To select these K agents, agent selection module selects different agent selection mechanisms based on the number of awake desktops. So according to implementation persistence for each desktop, the continuously running desktop without any sleeping status or the latest sleeping desktop, in principle, is considered as an agent. When enough desktops in action exist in subnet, according to each desktop's history sleeping time, these desktops are divided into K − 1 clustering groups by K-means algorithm. Then one agent can be selected from each clustering group in a random way, so K − 1 agents can be obtained easily. On the other hand, if the number of awake desktops -n is less than that of required agents -K, these desktops in action will be selected as n agents. Then this module randomly wakes up K − n − 1 desktops as agents so as to get K agents.
It's not hard to see that adaptive number module and agent selection module bring less agents in WaSCO than that of GreenUp, and this fully considers real-time implementation environment.
In agent guaranteeing module, two important modifications are presented compared with GreenUp. One is that probing operation is performed only among agents rather than among all the desktops as GreenUp does. Once a sleeping agent is found by another agent, the information is sent to the cloud right away, while agent guaranteeing module also judges whether good enough agents exist to satisfy current system requirement. If there exist good enough agents, another judgement of whether ''enough desktops are running'' and ''system status is in relaxed status'' will be triggered to control critical/relaxed states switch. Note that another important new design of our hybrid mechanism is its critical and relaxed states, rather than only a critical state in GreenUp.
By probing operation among agents and critical/relaxed mechanisms in agent guaranteeing module, WaSCO ensures that at least one agent exists in each subnet. This is why WaSCO ensures desktops' availability. Compared with GreenUp, agents in each subnet of WaSCO do not fall asleep together at the same time, and users are allowed to change their status (asleep or awake).
IV. WaSCO IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we elaborate each of the four components, clients (Section IV-A), the cloud (Section IV-B), agents (Section IV-C), and the remote computer (Section IV-D), of our WaSCO design.
A. THE CLIENTS
Desktops in subnets are called clients as seen in Figure 2 . A client can be either a normal desktop which may be awoken by another desktop, or an agent waking others. Now we introduce client status transition and its status notifier in detail. 
1) STATUS TRANSITION
A TCP receiver is required to set up in each client end in order to wait for the messages from the cloud as in the Process 3 (Section III-A). Figure 4 shows the lifecycle of a client. When the cloud selects some desktops in a subnet as agents, it sends some ''alert agent'' messages. The TCP receiver running on the client waits for this event and the client effectively becomes an agent and responses to the cloud to indicate its agreement, as the transition D in Figure 4 . Transition B means that a sleeping desktop is awoken by an agent, and Transition A is the inverse process, that is, a nonagent desktop falls asleep. When the TCP receiver on the client receives the message containing the MAC address of the targeted machine, a WoL message with the MAC address is sent to wake up the target desktop. If the cloud wants an asleep machine to be a new agent, the transition E happens.
Transition C occurs when the cloud notices an agent to drop the agent role. We don't want transition F to happen, but it is inevitable. Instead, we design a mechanism-CGA algorithmto prevent all the agents from collectivelly falling asleep at the same time and guarantee at least two running agents.
2) THE STATUS NOTIFIER
The primary purpose of status notifier is to notify agents in the same subnet when the desktop is going asleep or is awoken as Process 1 mentioned in Section III-A. Just before it happens, the Window OS sends a ''get ready for sleep event'' to all the processes and drivers running on a desktop, allowing them to prepare for sleeping. The Status Notifier registers to receive this event. Upon receiving the event, a UDP sender is set up and broadcasts a packet announcing that it is about to sleep. The packet contains desktop's MAC and IP addresses, status, and the local time.
When an agent receives this packet, it waits for the desktop to fall asleep. Once pings indicate that it has fallen asleep, the agent sends appropriately crafted ARP probes binding desktop's IP address and MAC address. Concurrently, the agent updates the status table according to the desktop's status and local time.
B. THE CLOUD WITH CGA ALGORITHM
The cloud in WaSCO can be a private cloud or a public cloud, such as OpenStack [14] or Amazon EC2. It mainly consists of wake-up module and CGA algorithm. The wakeup module serves as a transfer station to receive messages from remote user and send messages to the agents, while CGA algorithm, the core of WaSCO, is to ensure not only low CPU resource and energy costs but also desktops' availability. In essence, this benefits from its three important modules shown Figure 3 . Basically, adaptive number module is to decide the right number of agents and and agent selection module is to select the agents, and agent guaranteeing module is to ensure enough agents running in the subnet. Now we first introduce the three modules of CGA algorithm and then describe wake-up module in detail.
1) ADAPTIVE NUMBER MODULE
The number of agents is important factor for WaSCO, which affects system availability, energy and resource (features a, c and d described in Section II-A). First, if we select only one agent in each subnet, it will lead to an obvious single point of failure. Because the status of a normal desktop can change with no direct rule and if the single agent falls asleep, the entire system will fail. To avoid the bad situation, we select two or more agents for each subnet.
Note that when the number of clients in a subnet is very large, quite a few agents will be needed. However, if each agent is responsible to wake up many desktops, the workload of each agent will be high. In order to assign reasonable workload for each agent, the number of agents should not be too low. So in this subsection, we mainly analyze the number range of agents and describe how to decide the appropriate number of agents.
a: THE NUMBER RANGE OF AGENTS
Now we analyze the minimal and maximum number of agents in each subnet. The symbols used in the equations are explained as follow:
• DefaultNum: the default number of agents in each subnet, which is set to be three.
• MaxTargets: the maximum number of desktops manageable to an agent.
• TotalPC: the total number of desktops in each subnet.
• ToleraMinNum: the tolerable minimum number of agents in each subnet so that workload for each agent is reasonable.
• MinNum: the actual minimum number of agents in each subnet.
When the total number of desktops in a subnet is small, ToleraMinNum would be also small, could even be only one. But one agent would lead to a single point of failure. As a conclusion, the minimum number of agents in each subnet can be calculated by Equation (2) .
So for each subnet, at least MinNum agents should be selected so that a single point of failure can be completely avoided and the workload for each agent would also not be too high.
As for the maximum number of agents in each subnet, it is certainly the total number of agents in the subnet. However, when most of desktops in each subnet become agents, the energy consumption and the occupancy of CPU resource will be too high, and thus the wake-up system loses its significance. To acquire the maximum number of agents in each subnet, we use the equation below and the symbols used in the equation are explained as follow:
• MaxNum: the user-defined maximum number of agents in each subnet.
• M : a constant which can be assigned by the user.
In Equation (3), the constant M can be assigned directly by the user. For example, if we set M as 3, then at most 1/3 of the total machines can be agents and at least 2/3 of the total machines can fall asleep. Therefore, the parameter M can affect the minimum energy-saving rate. When M is larger, the minimum energy-saving rate can be higher.
b: THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER OF AGENTS
The appropriate number of agents is expected to be bounded by the minimum and maximum number of agents. To calculate the most appropriate number of agents in each subnet, we define several parameters below:
• p 0 : The probability of an agent remaining awake when a wakeup action is executed. To simplify the discussion, we suppose the probability for each agent is equal.
• p: The probability for waking up a target machine successfully.
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• app_k: The most appropriate number of agents in each subnetp.
• k: The actual number of agents in each subnet. We calculate the availability, the probability for waking up a target machine successfully, using the following Equation (4).
In Equation (4), there are three unknown parameters, p, p 0 and k. The parameter p 0 is not a constant and varies with the actual running environment. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the value of p 0 periodically. However, that some agents fall asleep is a certain event, and what we care for is the period when we want to wake up the target machine, and at the time, agents should be running. Considering this aspect, we modify the value of p 0 upon wake-up action happens. The process is described in detail in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Calculating the Probability of Each Running
Agent p 0 Input: Time range of history information which ends at current time, 1 hour for default, Input: suc_cases and cur_suc, the sum and current number of available agents when wake-up actions happened in the time range, Input: fai_cases and cur_fai, the sum and current number of unavailable agents when wake-up actions happened in the time range. Output: the probability of running state for some agent, p 0 1: while each wakeup action happens do 2: acquire the cur_suc and cur_fai for current wake-up action 3: suc_cases ← suc_cases + cur_suc 4: fai_cases ← fai_cases + cur_fail 5: p 0 ← suc_cases/(suc_cases + fai_cases) 6: end while 7: return p 0
In Algorithm 1, p 0 can be obtained by calculating the proportion of the number of available agents when wake-up actions occur, and the parameters p and k are one-to-one correspondence. Larger k means higher availability p. In a similar way, when the value of p is assigned, the value of k can also be calculated. Naturally, higher availability is preferred. However, the actual precision of p can also be assigned by users. Therefore, when users give the value of p, we can get the most appropriate number of agents app_k by Equation (5) . As a choice, users can choose different availability on the basis of current resources condition.
Therefore, in a normal way, the actual value of k is equal to the value of app_k. Then the number of agent, k, can be calculated directly. We get the value of k with the following Equation (6):
We shall guarantee the actual value of k is in between MinNum and MaxNum.
Using Equations (6) and (7), we can obtain k, the actual number of agents in each subnet. The process in detail is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Calculating, k, the Most Appropriate Number of Agents
Input: p 0 is the probability of each running agent, Input: k_tmp is the number of agents by calculation, Input: p is the availability, the probability of some target PC been wakened. Output: k is the actual number of agents to be applied.
1: for some wake-up action taken do 2:
if k_tmp < MinNum then 4:
else if k_tmp > TotalPC/2 then 6:
else 8: k ← k_tmp 9: end if 10: end for 11: return k In Algorithm 2, Line 1 refers to the period when this algorithm happens. Line 2 calculates the most appropriate value of k_tmp. And from Line 3 to 4, the value of k can not be less than MinNum. In Line 5 and Line 6, we need to make sure the value of k cannot be more than MaxNum, and the value of MaxNum is set default to half of the total number of desktops. If the value of k_tmp is between the limits, the value of k is equal to k_tmp, as shown in Line 8.
2) THE AGENT SELECTION MODULE
However, when only the selected agents are left to work and other desktops are all asleep, it could be dangerous if the agents collectively fall asleep at the same time. Therefore it becomes necessary to analyse the frequency of the group actions and to figure out a regular pattern. Existing research suggests that people are good at recalling long-term, but not short-term social structures [15] . Often the system suffers from frequent group actions, such as staff leaving at the same time to catch the same bus.
To prevent this from happening, we apply a method based on clustering method to select the most suitable agents and ensure that they have the lowest probability of falling asleep at the same time. For this purpose, we utilize the agent selection module of CGA to select appropriate number of agents, and the process in detail is described in Algorithm 3. Based on ST to get the running machine set RS, the number of running machine is n 2: Based on RS to get history sleeping time from HT to be the input of k-means algorithm 3: Search RS to find the latest sleeping machine or continuously running machine to serve as one of the agents 4: if n ≥ k then 5: Clustering with the input in step 2 by k-means algorithm, and output k − 1 clustering groups 6: Select one agent for each clustering group in a random way such that k − 1 agents are selected 7: else 8: Select the n desktops in RS as agents 9: Awake k − n − 1 machines randomly to be new agents 10: end if 11: return k awake machines In this selection method, clustering method is used to partition or group a set of objects into clusters with history data. Desktops in the same cluster have higher possibility of falling asleep at the same time. In a simple way, K-Means algorithm is chosen to generate the related groups among the desktops. The cloud selects agents based on the clustering method and an extra agent which is a continuously running desktop or the latest sleeping one.
Algorithm 3 is used to select k agents, and note that the information of HT and ST are from status table stored in agents. In Line 1, we search current state information ST to get the running machine set RS, and the number is n. Line 2 gets history sleeping time of all machines in RS to be the input of k-means algorithm. We select the agent who is continuously running without any sleeping status or the latest sleeping one in RS in Line 3. From Line 4 to Line 10, we select other k − 1 agents. Line 4 to Line 6 is for the case that the number of running machines is good enough, and agents are selected from the clustering groups which are the output of Line 2. In each clustering group, an agent is selected in a random way. If the number of running desktops is not enough for the needed agents, other machines will be awaken, which is the job of Line 7 to Line 10.
3) THE AGENT GUARANTEEING MODULE
The strategy based on clustering method can prevent the bad situation that the agents fall asleep at the same time. However, it cannot be completely avoided if all machines are asleep. To solve this problem, we add the agent guaranteeing module, shown in Algorithm 4, to CGA algorithm. There are Choosing agents by Algorithm 3 5: end if 6: if n * 3 < HT .length && cState = false then 7: Sending ''critical state'' to all agents; cStatus=true 8: else if n * 2 > HT .length&&cState = true then 9: Sending ''relaxed state'' to all agents; cStatus=false 10: end if 11: if Agents receives ''critical state'' then 12: Sending ''whether to sleep'' to cloud; they won't sleep until getting permission from cloud 13: else if Agents receives ''relaxed state'' then 14: They quit from ''critical state'' 15: end if 16: Updating new agents 17: if Receiving ''whether to sleep'' message from agent &&receiving return messages from new agents then 18: Giving permission to agent 19: end if two system states, critical state and relaxed state determined by the number of running desktops.
In this module, the detection action among the agents is required to obtain other agents' states. Each agent probes others every 3 second. They ''ping'' each other and wait for the response. If they receive ''timeout'', they report it to the cloud for further process. Once the cloud receives this message, a new agent can be selected rapidly if necessary. When in critical state, an agent going to sleep must send an ''asleep'' message to the cloud. The agent still maintains the current state until it receives the permission from cloud such that a new agent has enough time to takeover the role. However, there is no need for this to work day and night. During work time, most desktops are always on and a bad situation is unlikely to happen. We define a threshold to control ''relaxed state'' and ''critical state'' switch when only one third of the desktops is still at work in the subnet. If the number of working desktops in a subnet is below the threshold, the extra work starts. We say that it is in ''critical state''. And when the number increases to be half the total number, we quit the ''critical state'' and start ''relaxed state''.
In Algorithm 4, the agent guaranteeing module of CGA is described. Line 1 to Line 5 is the process to rapidly recollect VOLUME 3, 2015 new agents when needed. Line 6 to Line 19 is to deal with ''critical state'' when the number of current awake machines is less than one-third of all the machines. And HT.length is used to represent the number of all the machines. Exchange with ''critical state'' is shown from Line 6 to 10, and . And Line 11 to Line 19 is the sleeping process of the agent going to sleep.
4) WAKE-UP MODULE
The functions of the wake-up module in the cloud are mainly composed of two parts: providing login and authentication for the remote computers and delivering messages.
In general, each staff has the sole permission to wake up his own desktop in the enterprise. Certainly, an administrator may have permission to awake all the desktops. The IP address and MAC address are bound to the username and password token by the enterprise. For simplicity, the login and authentication process can use the tools provided by the cloud platform, i.e. dashboard and keystone in OpenStack [14] for example. Companies can also put their own security strategies into effect. In a common way, the cloud can share resources with servers such as VPN Server in the enterprise so that there is no need of additional cost and other concerns.
C. THE AGENT
When a user wants to awake his desktop, the cloud will send a wake-up message to agents after receiving this requirement by a TCP receiver. On receiving this message, the agent first searches status table to obtain the status of target desktop. If it is sleeping, the agent will send a WoL message containing the target desktop's 16 consecutive repetitions of MAC address. In this subsection, we mainly introduce the status table stored in each agent and agent updating.
1) STATUS STORAGE
The status storage module is responsible for maintaining all the desktops' status. When a desktop falls asleep or is awoken, it broadcasts the ''asleep'' or ''awake'' message in its subnet, as in the Process 1 and 5 mentioned in Section III-A. In each agent, a hashtable is used to store the status of each of those machines within the subnet. Here each agent utilizes a hashtable to store client's status information, which is called Status Table as described  in Table 2 . When an agent gets a broadcasting packet containing status, IP address, and local time from a client S, it means that S is ready to sleep, and we set the value of the key corresponding to the IP address of S to be 0. It is set to be 1 when receiving the ''awake'' message. When a change occurs in the Status Table, the information containing the IP address, MAC address, the status and the corresponding time are stored into an SQL database. If a desktop is always working and does not fall asleep, the time entry is recorded as ''continued''. Then the sleeping time will be rechecked in the table on the next day.
The Status Table is used for real-time monitoring the amount of awake desktops. And the history time information of each desktop in the subnet is useful to predict the behavior of each desktop which contributes to the choice of suitable agents.
2) AGENT UPDATING
When an agent finds a sleeping agent according to periodically probing in relaxed state, it sets up a TCP sender to inform the cloud this information. According to this message, if the cloud finds that lack of agents in a subnet happens, it will select some desktops as new agents. Simultaneously, all the desktops broadcast their states and for the asleep desktops, agents help broadcast according to agents' status table. This ensures the subnet coordinate.
In critical state, the agent which is about to sleep sends not only the sleeping message but also the status table to the cloud by a reliable TCP channel. So the cloud maintains this table until the new agent is selected, and then the new one gets this table. In the same way, to achieve subnet coordinate, the broadcasting operation is needed. As a conclusion, when the new agent is selected, the broadcasting is required.
D. THE REMOTE COMPUTER
The remote computer in Figure 2 can be any device which can connect to the Internet, e.g. a desktop at home, a laptop when travelling, a tablet, or even a cellphone. With the widespread use of mobile devices, people can log into the cloud to wake a machine up and remotely access the desktop anytime and anywhere.
V. EVALUATION
In this section, we show the experiment environment and demonstrate that our design possess the desired features described in Section II-B. Compared with traditional wakeup systems of [7] and [8] , we evaluate the performance of our design in terms of availability, deployment cost, energy efficiency, and resource cost.
A. METHODOLOGY
We built a testbed system in Intel Asia Pacific Research and Design Center [16] . Our deployment consists of a cloud and 50 desktops located in the same subnet. Each desktop is equipped with a 3.10-GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB of memory, and one Gigabit Ethernet card. The Operating System is a 64-bit Window 7 Enterprise. Most of the code was written in Java. We implemented the cloud on a private cloud, OpenStack Essex. We rent a large flavor (8G Memory) virtual machine to run the cloud service. We will present the details of this cloud, clients, and agents later. As for the remote computer, we use a laptop in residential area.
On the cloud end, we set up a TCP receiver to receive status messages from the TCP sender of the agents. A K-Means algorithm was used to divide clients into different groups. Some other TCP senders in the cloud were prepared to send messages to the client end, when wake-up actions or resetting agents were needed. Authentication and login work reused the original part on OpenStack.
On the client end, a TCP receiver was set up to receive message from the cloud to wake up some desktops when the client is an agent, or to be informed that it is becoming a new agent. When an agent client is ready to sleep in critical state or finds some asleep agents, a TCP sender is set up to send corresponding message to the cloud. During the installation of client service on each desktop, we ensured that Wake-on-LAN was enabled and the idle timeout was set to 30 minutes.
B. AVAILABILITY
In WaSCO, the clustering method-K-means algorithm is used to divide history data into several groups according to the group feature of data, and this is evaluated in Section V-B1. Then we analyze and evaluate static CGA, which selects the fixed number of agents, compared with GreenUp in Section V-B2. We also test the dynamic selection method without critical status in Section V-B3. Lastly, we evaluate the time needed by CGA to wake up a desktop in Section V-B4.
1) DATA WITH GROUP FEATURE
The method of [8] guarantees high availability because of dedicated server in each subnet. To show the availability of our system, we conducted an experimental evaluation on a real-world dataset. In order to reflect the real situation, we observed about 100 Intel employees in the same office area for a month.
As shown in Figure 5 , we chose the data of four consecutive days which removes the unsuitable data, such as being sleeping for more than one day already. We divided the sleeping time into three clusters using K-Means algorithm. We can see from each figure in Figure 5 that some shutdown or sleep actions happen at the same time, e.g. most of them happen at around five O'clock when the employees are leaving. So this partitioning method with K-Means algorithm is effective.
2) STATIC CGA FOR SELECTING AGENTS
When we select the agents using the CGA algorithm based on the clustering method, we also need to prove that our method is better than random selection, which is a basic method equivalent to the scheme for selecting guardians in GreenUp [7] . Since we have proved that cluster groups can be used to select agents, here we design an experiment which compares this method of CGA with a basic method in GreenUp. In our test, the static CGA is lack of agent guaranteeing module but with fixed number of agents.
• The selection method in GreenUp: Each day, we select four machines in a random manner and compare them. If each two of them went to sleep less than five minutes apart, we consider it as a dangerous choice and output the total number of dangerous choice.
• The static CGA: We divide machines into three groups using the data stored with clustering method and select some agents in different groups. In each group, we randomly choose an agent. WaSCO is to select four agents which are in three different cluster groups and one of them went to sleep the latest or stayed awake all the time. We note the dangerous choice and output the result. After running the tests 10000 times, we note the dangerous choice where agents go to sleep at near time and the wake-up system is affected when no agent can wake up some other machines. The results are listed in Table 3 . From Table 3 , we see that CGA outperforms GreenUp in most of the cases. We also found that in 2 cases, the results of CGA were higher than that of Baseline Test. We analysed the data of the two cases in the dataset and found out the reason. The situation occurred on 2014/11/11 because data were collected when 21 staffs were still at work. For the case of 2014/11/30, the situation is due to the fact that data were collected in a holiday afternoon.
The above tests concern the selection methods for guardians and agents in GreenUP and WaSCO respectively. We can see that utilizing clustering method, the performance of WaSCO in choosing agents outperforms that of GreenUp.
3) CGA ONLY WITH RELAXED STATE
In this subsetion, we also make experiments to evaluate this dynamic selection method without critical state, and show the success rate. In this experiment, we observed more carefully and got the real-time data every one hour from 10:00 to 17:00 in five days. And we calculate the probability in each hour when 1000 wake-up action is executed. 99% is the target availability rate as p in Equation (6) and is used to calculate the appropriate number of agents k using Algorithm 2 and Equation (6) . We show the detailed results in Table 4 . From Table 4 , we see that the actual availability in each time range is about 99%. And the average availability of all the four groups of data is 98.88% which is close to the target availability 99%. But in some time range the availability can also be low, e.g. 17:00 on 2014/11/12. That is, all the agents in the subnet may fall asleep at around the same time. To avoid this, ''critical state'' is needed. Also, in this experiment, the real-time agent numbers are shown in Figure 6 . We see that the number of agents dynamically changes with varying time, since each desktops status changes frequently. We also test the number of agents in GreenUp with the same experiment environment, and the results are shown in Figure 1 . It shows that in the same subnet, WaSCO requires much less agents than GreenUp to awake asleep clients.
4) WAKE-UP TIME
We also evaluate the wake-up time of WaSCO and the results are shown in Figure 7 . Since critical state in CGA can ensure that at least one agent is working in the subnet, all the wakeup actions are successful accoring to our measurement. In this experiment, we utilize various number of wake-up actions to test wake-up time. From Figure 7 , we see that the average wake-up time is around 9.6s, but in the worst case, this time is about 21s due to unstable network latency caused by communication with the cloud. In GreenUp, the average wake-up time is about 9s [7] , while the wake-up system described in [8] spends 8.5s on average to awake sleeping desktop. Though WaSCO spends a little more time than the other two methods, it saves much more CPU resources and energy, which will be evaluated in Section V-D and Section V-E. 
C. DEPLOYMENT COST
We now compare the deployment cost of WaSCO with that of previous works of [7] and [8] .
1) DEPLOYMENT COST
We now analyze the deployment cost of [7] and [8] . GreenUP [7] provides a complete design for a distributed system, a minimal software-only system which has a low cost in special hardware. The method in [8] requires a dedicated server and at least a backup server on each subnet because of the WoL technology. The total deployment cost for one subnet is the cost of at least two dedicated servers together with software, and the deployment cost sharply increases when hundreds of subnets are required to deploy. On the contrary, like GreenUp, WaSCO only deploys some desktops in a subnet and the rental of cloud resources is inexpensive. Now we give a comparison of deployment cost of the three wake-up system, and the results are shown in Table 5 . In this comparison, we deploy 10 subnets for an enterprise, each of which includes 50 conventional DELL desktops (3.10-GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB of memory) [17] and the rental of cloud service from Amazon EC2 [18] for 3 years. For centralized method, a DELL PowerEdge VRTX server is utilized [19] . From Table 5 , we see that GreenUp [7] can save much more capital to manage a whole system than the sleep proxy method [8] . WaSCO does not need any extra dedicated server, thus the main cost is the rental of a cloud service or the cost of deploying a private cloud compared with GreenUp. The rental fee of cloud service is much cheaper than that of a dedicated server (9,779 dollars), and the fee to pay for cloud service for 3 years is only 2654.28 dollars.
D. ENERGY SAVING
Another important feature of WaSCO is that it costs lower energy than other two traditional systems. As already mentioned in [8] , at least two dedicated server per subnet is required to avoid the single point of failure. When the number of subnets is large, the additional energy consumed is quite significant. Research in [20] shows that running a single high-performance 300W server for one year could consume 2628KWh of energy, with an additional 748 KWh in cooling for the server. So the centralized method costs too much energy, and the two dedicated servers as two agents cost around 5256KWh, regardless of cooling energy.
The scheme of GreenUp presented in [7] behaves well in terms of energy-saving. In fact no addition hardware is required in this solution, but too heavy loads for agents in the subnet, such as frequently probing and selecting and maintaining guardians, etc, cost too much energy.
Our solution, i.e. WaSCO, does not require any additional hardware and the agents which remain working are like the guardians in [7] . Almost all the management load is assigned to the cloud back-end. In WaSCO, We find that energy consumption of each agent is around 145W on average, so we can deduce that each desktop as an agent in GreenUp costs more than 145W energy due to too heavy load caused by distribution architecture. From Figure 1 , we see that the average number of agents in GreenUp is around 32, while that of WaSCO is only 4. So we can conclude that WaSCO costs much less energy than GreenUp, that is, 4 × 145W 32 × more than 145W.
E. LOW RESOURCE COST
In GreenUp [7] , each machine which is not asleep periodically probes a random subset of desktops. The goal is to start managing the machines once they or their managers fall asleep. To achieve it, a periodic scheme is needed. To ensure a machine is probed once every s seconds with probability p, a proxy should probe a random subset S of size −ln(1 − p)|S|/|K | every s seconds. Here S is the set of machines which are not managed by the proxy, and K is machines that are not asleep. Even if no machine falls asleep, the inspection work continues incurring extra CPU utilization. On the other hand, heavy computing load for selecting and maintaining guardians for each agent costs excess CPU resource. Note that as the number of desktops in the subnet is increased significantly, CPU resource cost sharply increases caused by the two serious issues just mentioned. In GreenUp, the CPU utilization of a machine is 12% when managing 100 machines, 21% for 200 machines, and 29% for 300 machines [7] .
On the other hand, the system described in [8] performs better in terms of the issue of the CPU and network utilization, which was to be expected as most of the workload is assigned to the Sleep Proxy, a dedicated machine. Only minor function such as a sleep notifier are needed on the desktops.
In WaSCO, desktops do not have to probe others to get their status and probing operation is only among agents with a few numbers. Selecting and guaranteeing mechanisms for agents are transferred to the cloud so as to offload the task of each desktop. That is, the workload of desktops and agents remains low.
VI. RELATED WORK
We briefly describe recent related works. As described before, these works can mainly be divided into three categories, namely wake-up system with specilized hardware, system using virtualization, and wake-up system based on network-based sleep proxy.
A. SPECILIZED HARDWARE Somniloquy [3] needs specialized hardware on each desktop. The hardware can be treated as a small computer and is able to receive special message to wake up the desktop. It is far less practical for two reasons: 1) additional hardware, GumStix [21] , which can add the cost to each desktop, and 2) the host OS and applications must be modified to enable state transfer between the hardware and the desktop.
Remote Wakeup Technology (RWT) [22] is offered by Intel and requires the NIC of the sleeping desktop to remain a persistent TCP connection to an authorized server. When receiving a special message, the NIC will wake up the sleeping desktop through this persistent TCP connection. It is necessary for RWT to modify the client applications. Furthermore, RWT works only with Intel hardware. Another wake-up system provided by Intel is Active Management Technology (AMT) [23] , mainly for task management (e.g., remote trouble shooting).
Apple has also released a sleep proxy for home network which works only for Apple hardware [24] .
B. VIRTUALIZATION
LiteGreen [25] requires each users' desktop environment to be in VM and there is a central server. When the desktop is idle, the idle VM can be live-migrated to the central server so that person can still connect to it. And when the user returns, the VM is brought back to the desktop. VOLUME 3, 2015 Jettison [26] is partial VM migration prototype compared with LiteGreen but can deliver more energy-saving.
Both LiteGreen and Jettison require a fully virtualization environment and the OS must be VM image which greatly affect users' habits. What's more, other issues like hardware drive compatibility for VM should also be considered.
C. NETWORK-BASED SLEEP PROXY
The basic concept for sleep proxy has been put forward for a long time [9] . The SleepServer [11] uses application stubs to run specially-modified applications on a sleep server while the host machine sleeps. It requires modifying code and developing special application stubs which impedes the widespread deployment of such system.
The system described in [5] and [10] are both similar to the sleep server system shown in [8] which has been described in Section II-C. They both need specific server in each subnet so that more deployment cost are introduced. In addition, only one server may be not enough because the single point of failure. GreenUp [7] is a fully-distributed architecture and results in high CPU and network bandwidth occupancies due to redundant agents, which has been described in Section II-C.
Several other approaches to save power, such as powerproportional computing [27] , dynamic voltage and frequency scaling [28] , the TickLess kernel [29] , and OS-level power management [30] have been researched, and can be used to work with our system.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a novel design for a wake-up system, called WaSCO. Our design is a hybrid design of the centralized and distributed sleep proxy methods, and utilizes a cloud service to manage agents to awake sleeping desktops. To verify the superiority of our design, we proposed four desired features, namely high availability, low deployment cost, energy saving, low CPU utilization, for a wake-up system. Without using any dedicated server, we leverage the persistence of the cloud service to manage agents, including controlling number of agents, selecting agents and guaranteeing agents by CGA algorithm. To achieve low CPU utilization and energy consumption, fewer agents are selected from desktops, and periodical detection is performed only among agents, rather than among all the desktops. Moreover, to ensure desktops' availability, a powerful and efficient agent guaranteeing module in CGA is employed to guarantee that at least one agent is working in a subnet. Experimental results show that WaSCO outperforms the two traditional sleep proxy methods of [7] and [8] VOLUME 3, 2015 
